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ABSTRACT  
   
Even in the most despondent situations, the arts find a way to flourish. This 
research document examines the vocal music that Viktor Ullmann composed in the 
concentration camp-ghetto of Theresienstadt in German-occupied Czechoslovakia, and 
the notable aspects of his compositional writing style. Although his opera Der Kaiser von 
Atlantis has been performed globally, the remainder of his oeuvre has rarely been 
recorded or performed. Singers often shy away from twentieth-century composers such as 
Ullmann, with claims that the music is not lyrical or relatable. Perhaps the irregularity of 
the meter, rhythms, or intervals seem too daunting for many to consider attempting a 
performance. With Confined, But Not Silenced: Vocal Music of Viktor Ullmann from the 
Theresienstadt Ghetto, I hope to open the door to music that is both accessible and 
uniquely beautiful. Not intended as a performance guide, this document aims instead at 
unearthing the appeal of music that is often perceived as unusual and difficult to perform 
through analysis that emphasizes relatable aspects of the compositions. By exposing 
colleagues to relatable music by a composer such as Ullmann, that has not normally been 
integrated in the canon, the boundaries of standard vocal repertoire can be expanded to 
include unconventional contemporary compositions. In addition to highlighting specific 
musical examples, Confined, But Not Silenced focuses on music’s positive effects for 
World War II prisoners in Theresienstadt. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
History tells a story, sometimes one of great triumph, and sometimes one of great 
loss. But is it possible to find triumph within loss? Throughout their lives, many 
individuals endure experiences that prove emotionally, physically, or psychologically 
difficult to handle. These experiences are often scarring, evoking emotions that may 
remain with them forever. Using their talents to express emotion and communicate 
through an art form, musicians are uniquely equipped to manage difficult situations with 
tools they can use to redirect focus and possibly even distract from such hardship. A great 
example of such strength comes from the history of the musicians who lived through the 
Shoah (the Hebrew word for Holocaust), which affected millions of individuals. History 
shows how artists and musicians persevered through struggle and hardship, continuing to 
create against all odds. This perseverance is truly fascinating. 
Once Czechoslovakia was annexed by Hitler in 1939, the country was left 
powerless to resist the ideologies of the Nazi party. The new order excluded Jews from 
economic life and forced them to register their assets of value, which were seized not 
long after. The Central Office for Jewish Emigration, headed by Adolf Eichmann, 
enforced segregation efforts against the Jews, which excluded them from most parts of 
public life. Jews were not allowed in restaurants, public pools, cinemas, and even 
schools. In fact, by 1940, Jews were banned from all public services and all social, 
cultural, and economic organizations.  
  2 
In November 1941, the town of Terezín (German: Theresienstadt), located in 
what is now the Czech Republic, was converted into a facility that held Jewish inmates 
before they were transported to extermination camps further east. Theresienstadt was 
publicized as a “model camp” for Red Cross representatives and foreign dignitaries; the 
Nazis SS command implemented extensive propaganda efforts to demonstrate its 
organization and humanity, which involved fostering the creation of cultural programs for 
the Jewish inmates. For some artists confined to Theresienstadt, such programs played a 
key factor in their emotional, and sometimes physical, survival.1 However, while 
performances by orchestras, chamber ensembles, jazz bands and choirs, as well as recital 
and opera performances punctuated life at Theresienstadt, it remained a concentration 
camp, where tens of thousands of prisoners lived in insufferable conditions, plagued by 
disease, malnutrition, and sadistic torture which claimed the lives of many inhabitants.  
Evidence shows that despite hopeless circumstances, composers imprisoned in the 
Theresienstadt ghetto during World War II strived to convey messages of hope and 
perseverance through their music. Many composers did not survive the Holocaust, but 
fortunately, their music did. Viktor Ullmann (1898–1944) was one such composer 
imprisoned in Theresienstadt who exemplified this sense of perseverance. His personal 
writings and music directly reflected life within the ghetto, while still recollecting aspects 
of life before imprisonment. According to Ullmann, “by no means did we sit weeping on 
the banks of the waters of Babylon … our endeavor with respect to art was 
                                                 
1 Ruth Frenk, “Freizeitgestaltung-Vocal Music in Theresienstadt, 1942–1944,” Journal of 
Singing 70.2 (November-December 2013): 147. 
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commensurate with our will to live.”2 Despite reflecting the contradictions of art’s beauty 
with the horrors of the camp in a most creative and beautiful way, his music does not 
receive the consideration or accolades it deserves from modern musicians. It is for this 
reason that I focus my work on the compositions he produced while in Theresienstadt.  
This document will discuss the abominable conditions endured within the ghetto walls, 
the opportunities for culture and creativity in the camp, Ullmann’s life and unavoidable 
journey to Theresienstadt, and a detailed look at selected compositions from his time at 
the concentration camp that exemplify a steadfast strength during such a dark moment in 
history. The musical analysis provided will focus on aspects of the music that help to 
simplify otherwise intimidating compositions. Much of Ullmann’s oeuvre is also 
unknown by most vocalists, and not embraced within the fold of standard vocal 
repertoire. The goal of this specific contribution is not only to encourage colleagues to 
consider such contemporary compositions as worthy performance pieces, but perhaps 
also to inspire more vocalists to explore lesser known composers such as Ullmann.
                                                 
2 Hans-Günther Adler, Theresienstadt 1941–1945: Das Antlitz einer Zwangsgemeinschaft, 2nd 
edition (Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1960), 661. 
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CHAPTER 2 
FROM TEREZÍN TO THERESIENSTADT 
 
Before becoming a concentration camp in November of 1941, Terezín was a 
simple garrison town located sixty kilometers north of Prague, in northern Bohemia. It 
was founded in 1780, when Austrian Holy Roman Emperor Joseph II commissioned the 
construction of military barracks near the Labe (Elbe) and Ohře rivers, which he named 
‘Terezín’ after his mother, Maria Theresa of Austria. With both a protective wall and a 
deep moat surrounded the town, it consisted of two fortifications, a “Big Fortress” and 
“Little Fortress,” to defend from invading forces. While it was designed to be a military 
stronghold of the Austrian Empire, Terezín was never fully used as such. Instead, it 
remained a civilian settlement until World War I, when it was briefly used as a political 
prison. When the Nazi forces seized the town in 1941, over 3,700 civilians and 3,500 
Czech soldiers lived within its walls. 
 Terezín’s fortress-like construction made it an “ideal place in which to 
concentrate Jews.”3 The town only had two entrances, which made it particularly secure 
and easy to control. The first Jewish prisoners were transported to Terezín on November 
24, 1941. Their arrival, accompanied by the Nazi SS, displaced civilians and soldiers, 
ultimately converting the town into a unique facility that served as a settlement, ghetto 
and concentration camp all in one.4 The town of Terezín became the Theresienstadt 
                                                 
3 Ruth Elias, Triumph of Hope (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1998), 69. 
 
4 United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, “Theresienstadt,” United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum, accessed October 29, 2014 http://www.ushmm.org. 
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Ghetto. Theresienstadt was intended to serve three primary purposes during the 
Holocaust: as a transit camp for Jews who were to be deported to Polish work and 
extermination camps; a labor camp for Jews from Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia 
of certain ages, disabilities, or cultural celebrity; and a holding camp for the 
aforementioned Jews until they could be sent to designated extermination camps such as 
Majdanek, Treblinka, or Auschwitz.5  
Families were torn apart upon arrival in Theresienstadt. Men, women and children 
were segregated into separate buildings, all of which were renamed after German cities or 
regions such as Magdeburg, Hamburg, Dresden, Hannover, and Sudeten. Personal 
belongings were inspected, and items of value were confiscated. Prisoners were left with 
only the basic necessities. Terezín was equipped with a town hall, church, schools, 
barracks, and various businesses. As the Theresienstadt Ghetto, many of these amenities 
were converted to better suit the needs of the Nazi SS rather than the inhabitants: schools 
became homes for children, the town hall was converted into the SS headquarters, and 
barracks not only served as living quarters, but also as a mortuary, asylum, and hospital. 
The living conditions in Theresienstadt were abysmal at best. The facility was 
intended for only 5,000 people, yet more than 50,000 were packed within its walls.6 
Prisoners were crowded into rooms with little more than a meter of living space and only 
a thin mattress or crate to call their own. Inadequate toilet facilities, infestations of fleas, 
bed bugs, lice, and vermin created important sanitary problems, which were aggravated 
                                                 
5 United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, “Theresienstadt,” United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum, accessed October 29, 2014 http://www.ushmm.org. 
 
6 Andrew L. Pincus, “Terezín: ‘The Paradise Ghetto,’” Musical America 111, 3 (May 1991): 19. 
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by disease and malnutrition.7 According to Holocaust survivor Ruth Fayon, “one could 
bear all the other suffering including the lack of liberty, the fear, the sanitary problems, 
the disease and the overcrowding, but the hunger was unbearable.”8 Starvation dominated 
the thoughts of prisoners throughout their endless days. 
Self-governed by the inmates, the Theresienstadt ghetto was organized into 
divisions responsible for “food, health, transportation, security and youth welfare,” with a 
Council of Elders that reported directly to the SS command.9 The Council’s autonomy, 
however, was only superficial, as the Nazis used it to delegate mundane tasks that they 
themselves had no interest in enforcing. For example, one of the most barbaric tasks 
assigned to the Council of Elders consisted of selecting the prisoners to include in an 
“Osttransport (transport to the East).”10  
While the Council and the self-government created some order in the camp, 
inmates still risked punishment for the simplest of infractions. Countless incarcerated 
Jews suffered brutal beatings at the hands of the Nazi SS, approximately 30,000 perished 
within the camp walls, and over 100,000 were deported to extermination camps where 
                                                 
7 Elias, 71. 
 
8 Ruth Fayon, quoted in Dessa, “Against Oblivion and Ignorance,” in A Legacy from 
Theresienstadt (Pully, Switzerland: Deborah Pétros-Abeles, 1997), 15. 
 
9 Elias, 72. 
 
10 Ibid, 69. 
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they were ultimately slaughtered.11 In fact, of the 155,000+ prisoners confined to 
Theresienstadt under Nazi rule, only 17,320 survivors were liberated in May of 1945.12  
Interestingly, while those numbers contributed to Theresienstadt’s notoriety, this camp 
still boasted a highly developed cultural environment. Inhabitants enjoyed cultural 
freedoms that were otherwise denied to Jews in other concentration camps.13 The 
importance of this cultural freedom can be seen in Tracks to Viktor Ullmann, by 
Holocaust survivor and violinist Herbert Thomas Mandl, who recounts his experience at 
Theresienstadt saying: “all these conditions were unable to stifle the thirst for culture.”14 
Cultural freedom took precedence for these people when physical freedom was so 
brutally denied. 
                                                 
11 Dessa, “Theresienstadt,” 13. 
 
12 Ibid. 
 
13 Edwin Seroussi, et al., “Jewish Music” Oxford Music Online (Oxford University Press), 
accessed September 4, 2014, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. 
 
14 Herbert Thomas Mandl, “Remembering Viktor Ullmann,” in Tracks to Viktor Ullmann, 
(Klagenfurt, Austria: ARBOS, 1998), 8. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CULTURE WITHIN THE CONCENTRATION CAMP 
 
Because many of the Jews sent to Theresienstadt were part of the intellectual and 
cultural elite – musicians, actors, painters, teachers, philosophers, doctors, and scientists 
– they had the unique opportunity to continue creating, learning and performing as a 
community. At first, cultural activities were strictly prohibited, and led to punishment, 
which forced prisoners to keep their pursuits concealed. This changed soon after 
Theresienstadt was declared a ‘Jewish Settlement’. 15 From that moment on, activities 
related to culture were tolerated. The Nazi SS command even established the 
Freizeitgestaltung (an Administration for Leisure Activities) that was tasked to cultivate 
cultural activity during Freizeit (free time) and provide entertainment for both officers 
and inmates.16 The administration was responsible for organizing performances, lectures 
and sports, as well as obtaining the necessary tools or supplies needed for such activities. 
Culture was such an important part of camp life, that “the Nazis withdrew the performing 
privileges for a short period of time in reprisal and as punishment for attempted escapes 
and similar misdemeanors.”17  
Musicians within the camp were forced to serve the Nazis’ sadistic intentions as 
well. They were required to perform during the arrival of new prisoners, as well as forced 
to play while prisoners were deported to certain death. During these processes, Nazis 
                                                 
15 Frenk, 147. 
 
16 Ibid.  
 
17 Joža Karas, Music in Terezín (New York: Beaufort Books, 1985), 18. 
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used background music to distract prisoners, as they searched personal belongings and 
broke apart families.  
In 1943, Theresienstadt was the subject of the propaganda film, The Führer Gives 
the Jews a City (Der Führer schenkt den Juden eine Stadt). The film hid the reality, 
depicting instead fair and ethical treatment of Jewish prisoners, “deflecting international 
suspicion from the Final Solution.”18 The film displayed a variety of deceptions, from 
smiling inmates, children playing sports, and fully functional plumbing facilities. 
Activities such as lectures, plays, and musical performances were also highlighted in 
what was referenced as “the pleasant life and privileges enjoyed by the Jewish 
inmates.”19 The entire camp was “beautified” for the film and the corresponding visit 
from to the International Red Cross, and promptly returned to its previous dismal state 
immediately afterward.20 
However, in contrast to that glamorized depiction of cultural activity, musicians 
in Theresienstadt had to make do with very few resources. Music paper was scarce and so 
were instruments, which were smuggled into the camp in prisoners’ luggage or through 
the ghetto gate by Czech gendarmes. Survivor Ruth Elias remembers that “first an 
                                                 
18 Tim Ashley, “Terezín,” Grove Music Online (Oxford University Press), accessed September 4, 
2014, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. 
 
19 Susan Brodie, “Music of Terezín: Shining Light on Hidden Masterworks,” American Record 
Guide 73.5 (May 2012): 21. 
 
20 Elias, 84. 
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accordion, then a guitar, a violin, a viola, a cello, and other instruments were brought into 
the ghetto.”21 Little by little and piece by piece, the musical community grew. 
At first the music was flawlessly played from memory until it was eventually 
transcribed onto makeshift staff paper.22 Over the years, a variety of ensembles formed in 
Theresienstadt, including soloists, choirs, chamber ensembles, orchestras, and even a jazz 
band known as “The Ghetto Swingers.”23 Numerous concerts, cabarets, recitals, and 
opera performances provided “spiritual nourishment” for internees, allowing them to 
escape the horror, if only for a moment.24 “Performances took place at night, after work, 
in attics, barracks, courtyards, and cellars.”25 They often consisted of light-hearted or 
comedic subject manner, used not only as an outlet to protest against the regime, but also 
as a way to communicate inextinguishable hope and humanity. Desperate prisoners “re-
created remnants of their cultural life as a means of survival in Nazi hands.”26 Creating 
and performing music kept many individuals sane by diverting attention from the horrific 
conditions that surrounded them. According to Holocaust survivor, Paul Kling, who 
served as concertmaster of the Theresienstadt orchestra: 
Faced by the question on how people could perform and compose even in the 
depths of hell, there were basically three attitudes among the inmates. The naïve 
prisoners were oblivious to their surroundings and did not absorb the full impact 
                                                 
21 Ibid, 82–83. 
 
22 Ibid., 83–84. 
 
23 Frenk, 153. 
 
24 Elias, 84. 
 
25 Ruth Thompson, Terezín: Voices from the Holocaust (Somerville, MA: Candlewick Press, 
2011), 45. 
 
26 Pincus, 18. 
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of their situation. They saw no reason to change their lifestyles; if they had 
practiced six hours a day before the war, they would continue to practice six hours 
a day in the camp. The optimists believed that the war would soon be over and 
that the civilized world would not allow the atrocities to continue. They would 
continue to practice in anticipation of their imminent liberation. Then there were 
the pessimists who said: ‘We will soon be murdered; why not make the best of 
our lives while we can?’ Thus the pessimists also continued to perform.27 
 
Inmates performed music they had learned before Theresienstadt to remind themselves of 
their “less troubled past.”28 In addition, they frequently performed new works composed 
within the ghetto. Some of the most established and well-known composers confined to 
Theresienstadt included Karel Berman (1919–1995), Pavel Haas (1899–1944), Gideon 
Klein (1919–1945), Hans Krása (1899-1944), Ilse Weber (1903–1944), and Viktor 
Ullmann (1898–1944).29 Though all of the aforementioned composers provided pivotal 
contributions to this particular moment in music history, this paper will only focus on the 
life and works of Viktor Ullmann. 
                                                 
27 Jean-Jacques van Vlasselaer, “Camp, Culture, Death and Memory,” in Tracks to Viktor 
Ullmann (Klagenfurt, Austria: ARBOS, 1998), 18. 
 
28 Seroussi.   
 
29 Ashley, 1. 
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CHAPTER 4 
VIKTOR ULLMANN 
 
A Brief Biography 
The son of an Austrian army colonel, Viktor Ullmann was born on January 1, 
1898 in Teschen, a small town in the eastern Czech Republic.30 Though his parents were 
of Jewish descent, they converted to Catholicism before he was born.31 Therefore, 
Ullmann “didn’t identify himself as Jewish until the Nazis did it for him,” and it was not 
until Theresienstadt that he explored this cultural relationship.32 A talented young 
musician, Ullmann moved to Vienna in 1909 with his mother where he pursued studies in 
piano, as well as music theory and composition with Arnold Schoenberg. Immediately 
upon completion of his studies at the Rasumofsky Gymnasium, Ullmann was drafted into 
Austria’s Imperial Army and served two years at the Italian front (1917–18) during 
World War I.33 After his discharge, he returned to Austria to study law at the University 
of Vienna, but left abruptly after only two semesters to marry his first wife and fellow 
composer, Martha Koref. They moved to Prague where Ullmann claimed he would 
“devote himself entirely to his music.”34  
                                                 
30 Karas, 111. 
 
31 Frenk, 150. 
 
32 Lessner. 
 
33 van Vlasselaer, 12. 
 
34 Ibid. 
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In Prague, Ullmann received a recommendation from his mentor Schoenberg to 
compose and serve as choirmaster for Das neue deutsche Theater (the New German 
Theater), a position previously held by Anton Webern. There, he worked alongside 
notable conductor and composer Alexander von Zemlinsky from 1920 through 1927. In 
1927, he left Prague to work as the music director of the beautiful Baroque Theatre in 
Ústí (or Ústí nad Labem, or Aussig in German), a city located only 20km from 
Theresienstadt, where Ullmann would be imprisoned fifteen years later. Though there is 
little evidence of Ullmann’s training in the field, he spent the following years as a 
conductor in both Aussig and Prague, building a reputation as a strong musical director. 
From 1929 to 1931 he worked as stage music director for the Zurich Theater. During that 
period, he lost writing momentum to the point that he nearly abandoned his career as a 
composer.35  
Ullmann divorced Koref in 1931, only to marry his second wife, Anna Winternitz, 
just months later. In 1932, they welcomed their first son, Maximilian. Over the course of 
their marriage, Ullmann and his second wife had three more children – Johannes, Felicia, 
and Paul. 
With the rise of Nazi power in 1933, many Jewish musicians struggled to 
maintain their careers in what was quickly becoming an oppressive atmosphere. Ullmann 
was forced to move back to the Jewish area of Prague, at which time he also returned to 
his musical studies and composition. Desperate for a way out of Europe, he wrote letters 
                                                 
35 Ibid., 12. 
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to a colleague living in South Africa to request asylum, but it was denied. 36 Similarly, he 
applied for American visas for himself and his family, without success. Finally, in 1938, 
Ullmann travelled to the world center for the anthroposophical movement, the 
Goetheanum in Dornach, Switzerland, where he sought assistance from his friend, Albert 
Steffen. Despite his devotion to anthroposophy (explained later in this chapter), his 
anthroposophist colleagues were not able to grant him protection. Ullmann and his family 
were stranded in Prague. While this left them in a dangerous situation, it also gave him 
the opportunity to reestablish himself in the Prague music community as a sought-after 
teacher, composer, performer and music critic.  
Soon after the Nazi army entered Czechoslovakia in 1939, Ullmann and his wife 
sent two of their youngest children, Johannes and Felicia, on a secure transport to 
Sweden, with a final destination of London. Johannes (at age 5) and Felicia (at age 2) 
were fortunate to have been on “the last of Sir Nicky Winton’s Kindertransports” and 
were consequently the only members of the Ullmann family to have survived the 
Holocaust.37 Understandably, Ullmann’s marriage experienced a great deal of stress as a 
result of their broken family, and he was divorced in 1941. Ullmann remarried for a third 
time only two months later to Elizabeth Frank. 
Four years after moving back to Prague, on September 8, 1942 Viktor and 
Elizabeth Ullmann were deported to Theresienstadt. Due to the establishment of the 
                                                 
36 Max Bloch, “Viktor Ullmann (1898–1943): A Brief Biography and Appreciation,” Journal of 
the Arnold Schoenberg Institute, 3/2 (October 1979): 157–158. 
 
37 Jacqueline Cole, “Johannes,” Viktor Ullmann Foundation, accessed January 12, 2018 
https://viktorullmannfoundation.com/johannes/. 
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Freizeitgestaltung (Administration for Leisure Activities), Ullmann was assigned as a 
music critic rather than to hard labor. He “organized concerts …, gave lectures …, taught, 
played piano, accompanied singers, directed, conducted, reviewed the concerts given in 
Terezín …, and composed.”38 Despite his surroundings, Ullmann was able to compose 
with even more intensity than he did as a free man. He wrote a short intellectual tribute 
entitled Goethe and the Ghetto, stating: 
I composed in Terezín a certain quantity of music, principally to satisfy the needs 
of the conductors, the directors, the pianists and the singers, and through them of 
the members of the free-time organization of the ghetto. To make up its catalogue 
would be as vain as to stress the fact that playing piano in Theresienstadt was 
absolutely impossible as long as the camp was deprived of instruments. It would 
be equally as futile for the identification of future generations to evoke the cruel 
lack of music paper.39 
 
On October 16, 1944, Ullmann was deported from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz. 
Before he left, he entrusted all his compositions to his dear friend Emil Utitz (1883–
1956), the prisoner who had founded the Theresienstadt library. Utitz was given explicit 
instructions to bestow Ullmann’s compositions to musicologist Hans G. Adler (1910–88) 
in South Africa, should he be fortunate enough to see freedom.40 Utitz was indeed 
liberated in 1945 and held good to his charge from Ullmann. Therefore, through Utitz and 
Adler, Ullmann’s music survived the massacre that he himself was not fortunate enough 
to escape. Ullmann was murdered in a gas chamber two days after his arrival in 
                                                 
38 van Vlasselaer, 13. 
 
39 Viktor Ullmann, “Goethe and the Ghetto,” in Tracks to Viktor Ullmann (Klagenfurt, Austria: 
ARBOS, 1998), 7. 
 
40 Karas, 120. 
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Auschwitz. Since his musical career was brought to an abrupt halt, scholars can only 
speculate on the works Ullmann might have produced had he survived the Holocaust. 
 
 
Ullmann & Anthroposophy 
Ullmann was not a religious man, but he was a devoted disciple of 
anthroposophy, which the Encyclopedia Britannica defines as the “philosophy based on 
the premise that the human intellect has the ability to contact spiritual worlds.”41 Founded 
by Rudolf Steiner and derived from the scientific works of the acclaimed poet Goethe, 
this ideology boasted that an “enhanced consciousness” would pave way to spiritual 
enlightenment.42  
Ullmann discovered anthroposophical teachings during his tenure at the Baroque 
Theatre in Aussig that began in 1927. His devotion to the philosophy grew quickly; he 
joined the Anthroposophical Society in 1929, 43 and contemplated leaving the musical 
world in favor of running an anthroposophical bookstore in Stuttgart with his second 
wife. Fortunately for us, Ullmann’s sabbatical from music did not last long; in 1933, he 
resumed his musical studies and began creating again with a renewed perspective on life 
and on his artistic pursuits. 
                                                 
41 Tikkanen, Young, et al., Encyclopedia Britannica, s.v. “Anthroposophy,” Encyclopædia 
Britannica, accessed December 31, 2017 https://www.britannica.com/topic/anthroposophy.  
 
42 Ibid. 
 
43 van Vlasselaer, 12. 
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Ullmann’s interests in anthroposophy did not only feed his religious soul, it also 
provided material for his musical compositions. To compose his Lieder, Ullman often 
drew upon texts from friend and fellow anthroposophist Albert Steffen, “who was 
Steiner’s successor as the head of the Anthroposophie [sic] Society.”44 Examples of 
compositions to which Ullmann set Steffen’s texts include: Schwer ist’s, das Schöne zu 
lassen … von Albert Steffen op. 8/2 (Prague, 1935); Der Sturz des Antichrist op.9 
(Prague, 1936); Sechs Lieder nach Gedichten von Albert Steffen op. 17 (Prague, 1940); 
three selections from Geistliche Lieder op. 20 (Prague, 1940), and Lieder der Tröstung 
(Theresienstadt, 1943).  
It is possible that Ullmann’s devotion to anthroposophy influenced the large 
musical output he produced while imprisoned in Theresienstadt. The elevated worldview 
perspective associated with this philosophy allowed him to live in the present moment 
and strive for high intellectual achievements. In turn, this drive resulted in a vast number 
of creative works, produced in spite of the oppressive environment to which he was 
subjected. 
 
Ullmann’s Music 
 Ullmann is responsible for a sizeable collection of works including operas, 
orchestral and chamber works, piano pieces, choral compositions, lieder, and several 
miscellaneously categorized works. His contribution from within the Theresienstadt 
ghetto walls is an important part of his oeuvre. By no means was his creativity stifled by 
his imprisonment; on the contrary, his output flourished behind the ghetto walls. During 
                                                 
44 Frenk, 151. 
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the twenty-four months spent at Theresienstadt, Ullmann wrote twenty-two musical 
compositions, as well as his own libretto for an opera in two acts, Joan of Arc. In 
addition, he revised and renewed old versions of the music he had already written.  
The chronology of Ullman’s work is vague, in part due to the aforementioned 
revisions of his own work. While indications such as “Erneuert (renewed) in 
Theresienstadt” help establish a chronology, many of his original manuscripts have been 
lost over the years, and his opus numbers have not always been used in chronological 
order, complicating the situation.45 Therefore, to categorize and date Ullmann’s musical 
works, scholars have used other clues to assign pieces to a certain period.  
Ullmann’s career can be divided into three periods during which he transformed 
his music. The first period of his career took place from 1920 to the early 1930s. In 1918 
at the age of 20, Ullmann enrolled in Schoenberg’s composition seminar where he 
studied “theory of form, counterpoint and orchestration.”46 Schoenberg’s teachings 
heavily influenced the compositions Ullmann produced during his initial writing period, 
an influence that is most evident in his Variationen und Doppelfuge über ein Thema von 
Arnold Schoenberg für Klavier.47 Ullmann soon began to stray from the strong influence 
and mentorship of Schoenberg’s teachings, and became increasingly attracted to the 
musical compositions of Berg. The second period of Ullmann’s musical development can 
be delineated by his return to Prague in 1933, during which time he established 
                                                 
45 Karas, 120. 
 
46 Frenk, 150. 
 
47 Gweneth Bravo, “Viktor Ullmann” The Orel Foundation, accessed January 1, 2018, 
http://orelfoundation.org/composers/article/viktor_ullmann. 
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polytonality as a leading harmonic element of his music. Polytonality, as explained by 
Ullmann himself, was “the linking of the twelve tonalities and their related minor 
keys.”48 This is very likely the reason why he rarely employed the use of key signatures 
in his compositions. His first piano sonata is a prime example of polytonality, a key 
component of his writing style during this period. The third and final period of Ullmann’s 
career was marked by his deportation to Theresienstadt in September of 1942. During 
that period, he expanded upon the compositional innovations he had begun to employ in 
his final years in Prague. In his essay Goethe and the Ghetto, Ullmann “makes it clear 
that he confronted the desolate landscape of the concentration camp in spiritual and 
aesthetic terms.”49 As mentioned previously, rather than stifling his creativity, the 
conditions in the camp challenged him to write.  
Ullmann was a member of Schoenberg’s circle, including Webern and Berg, and 
among those who felt responsible for developing new musical ideals such as atonality 
and the twelve-tone technique. This association was pivotal in helping to shape 
Ullmann’s distinctiveness as a composer. He rejected conventional perspectives of 
tonality, opting rather for an alternative approach to his compositions with atonality and 
polytonality. Due to this choice, Ullmann’s music is characterized with thick 
harmonization and a great deal of chromaticism. He preferred through-composed song 
structure, which involves different music for each verse, over strophic song structure. He 
was innovative in his use of musical references from Czech and Jewish culture, and his 
                                                 
48 Ibid. 
 
49 Ibid. 
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surroundings, with much subtler rather than blatant implementations of familiar musical 
quotations. While Ullmann used dynamics to emphasize emotional moments of the text 
like his colleagues and predecessors, he often did so at unexpected moments. His 
progressive approach to music was not confined to his music. Perhaps influenced by 
Schoenberg who also set librettos by two women, Ullmann could perhaps be perceived as 
a supporter of cultural feminism, as he used texts from female poets for three sets of 
Lieder (a total of fourteen songs). Despite being surrounded by oppression and 
constraints for much of his career, Ullmann composed an impressive catalog of music 
that pushed the boundaries of conventional form. His music “suggested alternative paths 
that music might have followed in the 20th century,” had he survived the war.50 
Ullmann’s talent earned him a great deal of critical acclaim during his lifetime. 
He was twice awarded the Hertzka prize (equivalent to a Grammy Award) in 1934 for his 
Schoenberg Variations (second version), and in 1936 for Der Sturz des Antichrist (The 
Fall of the Antichrist).51 His compositions were performed throughout Europe. His 
second string quartet, for example, was performed at the 1938 International Society for 
Contemporary Music in London, England. Despite international recognition, however, 
Ullmann was unsuccessful in procuring a publishing contract. Instead, he often self-
published his works. It was not until 2004, when Schott Music published Sämtliche 
                                                 
50 Steve Smith, “The Classical Score,” Billboard 115, no. 13 (Mar 29, 2003): 12. 
 
51 van Vlasselaer, 12. 
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Lieder für Singstimme und Klavier, that his Lieder were released in print.52 In fact, much 
of Ullmann’s catalog was published posthumously. 
The musical excerpts examined later in this document exemplify aspects of 
Ullmann’s repertoire that he explored during the first two writing periods of his career, 
but that were further developed during his final one. In particular, this document focuses 
on the polytonality, chromaticism, challenging vocal lines, and innovative use of cultural 
musical references he employed during this period.  
                                                 
52 Viktor Ullmann, Sämtliche Lieder für Singstimme und Klavier, edited by Axel Bauni, and 
Christian Hoesch (Mainz: Schott, 2004). 
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CHAPTER 5 
LITTLE CAKEWALK 
 
“Little Cakewalk” is the only surviving piece from a collection of French songs 
for children (Chansons des enfents francaises [sic]) written for voice and piano forte. At 
first glance, this short little song seems somewhat trivial, but upon further examination, 
its complexities become clear. 
The notation that Ullman included on his manuscript is especially intriguing.  
Àmon Maman  Victoire Ullmann, 
27.IX.1943  Baron de Tannfels, 
Victoire  Village du Therese 
   avec gratulation53 
 
It immediately seems curious that Ullmann would refer to himself as “Victoire,” a French 
alias. The date listed is also clearly more than just when he would have composed the 
piece. September 27, was the birthday of his third wife, Elizabeth. Perhaps it could be 
that Elizabeth was the “Maman” he was referencing, but it is an odd choice of epithet, as 
the couple had a childless marriage. In the salutation that was included farther down on 
the manuscript, Ullmann also assumed his father’s ennobled title “Baron de Tannfels” in 
combination with his French alias. This could have been an homage to his ancestry, 
which seems particularly striking since Ullmann had been stripped of any type of official 
status in Theresienstadt. Lastly, he included: “avec gratulation" (“with congratulations”). 
The thought of such a celebratory sentiment in such a despotic environment seems odd, 
                                                 
53 Viktor Ullmann, Axel Bauni, and Christian Hoesch, Sämtliche Lieder für Singstimme und 
Klavier (Mainz: Schott, 2004), 172–73. 
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yet what we have learned about Ullmann and many others in Theresienstadt, was that the 
perseverance toward life dominated their outward perception. Referring back to the date 
of September 27, perhaps the carefree little counting rhyme was indeed intended to be a 
birthday gift dedicated to his wife, Elizabeth.   
In this two-minute piece, Ullmann employs thick harmonic structure in the block-
chord piano accompaniment that is juxtaposed against the vocal line. This is indicative of 
his compositional style. Paired with intervals that alternate irregularly between large and 
small leaps, with very little pattern or repetition in the vocal line, the singer is challenged 
with maintaining harmonic focus against clashing chromatics (see Figure 1). There is 
little evidence identifying a specific poet responsible for the text, and in consideration of 
the simple nature of the rhyme, it was likely written by Ullmann himself. “Little 
Cakewalk” is curiously playful with a tempo marking of Animèz (animated).54 The text 
setting is primarily syllabic, which complements the strict 2/4 meter, driven by pulsing 
eight-notes. In keeping with his approach of simplicity, Ullmann provided only 
occasional variances in rhythm with a syncopated figure. The song is intended to 
continue repeating “avec humeur jusqu’ au fin de siècle” (with humor until the end of the 
century), as determined by the performer.55 Ullman also provided a short coda for the end 
of the song (zum Schluβ) in which the opening motive from the vocal line is repeated 
before the final cadence.  
                                                 
54 Ibid. 
 
55 Ibid. 
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Figure 1. Musical excerpt from “Little Cakewalk.” 
 
Copyright © 2004 Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz, Germany 
All Rights Reserved. 
Used by permission of European American Music Distributors Company, sole U.S. and 
Canadian agent for Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz, Germany. 
 
As mentioned previously, the carefree nature of the piece can, at first glance, 
seem almost inconsequential; however, it is believed to camouflage a much darker 
message, as the undertone of the song has been described by scholars as “a deliberate 
reaction against the horrors of life in a concentration camp.”56 The title, “Little 
Cakewalk” could have either been a commentary on the simplicity of the rhyme and the 
musical form that Ullmann chose, or perhaps the contradiction of life within the ghetto 
walls. It should be noted that no indication is given that there should be any variation 
between repetitions. By not providing guidance for variances in tempo or dynamics as the 
performance progresses, Ullmann was likely providing commentary on the monotony of 
repetitive life in Theresienstadt. 
                                                 
56 Sharon Krebs, “Viktor Ullmann (review),” Seminar: A Journal of Germanic Studies 42, no.1 
(2006): 90. 
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Little Cakewalk Little Cakewalk 
Lundi, mardi fête, Monday, Tuesday celebration,  
mercredi peutêtre, Wednesday perhaps, 
Jeudi est Saint Nicolas, Thursday is St. Nicholas, 
Vendredi on ne travaille pas. Friday we do not work. 
Samedi petit journé, Saturday short day,  
dimanche on va se promener.  Sunday we go on a walk. 
 All translations by Adrienne Goglia. 
 
 “Little Cakewalk” was not published until 2004, in Schott Music’s Sämtliche 
Lieder für Singstimme und Klavier. Though it is likely that Ullmann arranged a 
performance of the piece in celebration of his wife’s forty-third birthday, details of the 
premiere are relatively unknown. There are only two published recordings of “Little 
Cakewalk” to date: one featuring soprano Mitsuko Shirai with Hartmut Höll on piano; 
and, featuring soprano Irena Troupova-Wilke with Jan Dušek on piano.57  
                                                 
57 Mitsuko Shirai. Viktor Ullmann. Capriccio C10897, 2001. Compact disc. | Irena Troupova-
Wilke and Jan Dušek. Schwer ist’s das Schöne zu lassen –Těźké je opustit tu krásu. Arco Diva 
UP0176-2, 2015. Compact disc. 
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CHAPTER 6 
HÖLDERLIN-LIEDER  
 
Written in 1943, Ullmann’s Hölderlin-Lieder were originally intended to be part 
of a larger collection or book dedicated to the Swabian poet, Friedrich Hölderlin (1770–
1843). Hölderlin is often described as a lonely and troubled man. His poetry spanned both 
the Classical and Romantic literary eras, and was often considered dark and perplexing, 
yet focused on subjects that aligned closely with Romanticism. Unlike Ullmann, 
Hölderlin was never properly recognized in his lifetime. In the 20th century however, his 
catalog became a topic of interest for Martin Heidegger, a philosopher and prominent 
figure in National Socialist Germany. Heidegger’s lectures on Hölderlin’s texts were 
highly regarded by the leaders of the Third Reich who misinterpreted and adopted 
Hölderlin’s texts to suit their ideologies during World War II.  This Nazi association was 
based on appropriation and misuse. 
For unknown reasons, Ullmann abandoned his Hölderlin-Liederbuch project, and 
completed only three songs inspired by the poet. A recurring theme in much of 
Hölderlin’s writing is “the coming of Day, in all is extended senses,” which is 
particularly evident in the Hölderlin-Lieder examined here.58 “Sonnenuntergang” and 
“Der Frühling” also celebrate beauty, joy and nature – all of which were absent in 
Ullmann’s daily life in Theresienstadt. Written several months after the first two and 
possibly one of the very last works that Ullmann ever produced, “Abendphantasie” is 
                                                 
58 Ronald Peacock, Hölderlin (New York: Barnes & Noble Books, 1973), 90. 
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much longer and depicts a very gentle and tender vignette. Although it is unclear if the 
three pieces were intended to be performed as a set, together they are some of Ullmann’s 
most celebrated and most performed songs for voice and piano. 
The songs that form the Hölderlin-Lieder represent a perfect cross-section of 
Ullmann’s typical compositional style, especially within his collection of Lieder. “Der 
Frühling” and “Abendphantasie,” in particular, are described as “stilistisch und 
ausdrucksmäβig” (stylistic and expressive).59 Ullmann used compound meter, 
polytonality, wide vocal range, persistent chromatics, and thick harmonic structure 
throughout all three pieces. All three of the songs are also through-composed, which was 
a distinctive characteristic of Ullmann’s writing. In the way that they are structured, it is 
clear that Ullmann’s intention was for the Hölderlin-Lieder to be performed by vocalists 
with a high level of command and control.   
Little is known about the premiere of Ullmann’s Hölderlin-Lieder in 
Theresienstadt, or the singer(s) who performed them. The songs have since been 
recorded, but not very widely. There are currently only five published recordings that 
include “Sonnenuntergang” and “Der Frühling”, and seven of “Abendphantasie.”  
 
“Sonnenuntergang”  
(Sunset) 
The first song in this collection is “Sonnenuntergang” (Sunset), in which Ullmann 
employed full use of the vocal range. The melodic line spans from B-flat 3 to A5, 
                                                 
59 Beate Schröder-Nauenburg, “Sie bekunden inneres Müssen,” in Viktor Ullmann (Kassel; Basel; 
London; New York; Prag: Bärenreiter, 1998), 102. 
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sometimes within a single phrase. The lack of significant pattern or repetition in the 
melody, in addition to the augmented intervals and irregular phrase length, provides a 
formidable level of difficulty for the singer. To add to the complexity, the vocal line is 
almost entirely independent of the piano accompaniment, providing little support to 
direction or tonality. Ullmann also used chromaticism to mislead the listener into 
thinking that the vocal line will eventually cadence, which it never does. Though 
“Sonnenuntergang” is written in compound meter, alternating between 9/8 and 12/8, both 
the piano accompaniment and vocal line are rhythmically straightforward throughout (see 
Figure 2). Block chords in the piano part predominantly outline the strong beats, while 
the vocal line employs the smaller quarter- and eighth-note subdivisions, providing an 
overall triplet feel. Dynamic interpretation of the song is left to the performers and their 
understanding of the text, as Ullmann did not provide much guidance outside of 
indicating quieter, tenderer moments in the piano accompaniment. In addition to the lack 
of dynamic notation, there is also no tempo identified. Again, the text is a useful 
reference for performers to determine the most appropriate tempo for their interpretation. 
Ullmann chose a primarily syllabic text setting for this particular Hölderlin poem. 
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Figure 2. Musical excerpt from “Sonnenuntergang.” 
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Sonnenuntergang Sunset 
Wo bist du? Where are you? 
Trunken dämmert die Seele mir Drunk, my soul darkens  
Von all deiner Wonne! Of all your bliss! 
Denn eben ist’s, daß ich gelauscht, It is just because I listened to the full  
Wie goldner Töne voll  Golden sounds of 
Der entzückende Sonnenjüngling The charming sunny youth  
Sein Abendlied His evening-song 
Auf himmlischer Leier spielt. Plays on his heavenly lyre. 
Es tönten rings die Wälder und Hügel nach. It sounded all around the forests and hills. 
Doch ferne ist er zu frommen Völkern, But his is far from reverent people  
Die ihn noch ehren, Who still honor him, 
Hinweggegangen. Gone away. 
 
 
“Der Frühling”  
(Spring) 
“Der Frühling” (Spring) was the second Hölderlin poem that Ullmann set to 
music. Despite the fact that the title and text of the piece refer to a joyous springtime, this 
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poem contains ominous moments, in particular in the opening phrase. Still, there are rays 
of brightness in the contour of the song where Ullmann used text painting to depict the 
vivid landscape being described. One example in particular, is on the word “Gewölke” 
(clouds) in measure 9. The vocal line leaps up to the top of the staff and descends 
stepwise, depicting clouds that suddenly appear up in the sky (see Figure 3). Like the first 
song, “Der Frühling” is a challenge for vocalists, as it is riddled with chromaticism and 
compound meter, and it employs a range of nearly two full octaves. In contrast, the vocal 
line is more stepwise and is occasionally doubled in the piano, which helps support the 
seemingly unusual melodic line. The rhythms in the voice and piano accompaniment are 
also aligned throughout the piece. Occasional rhythmic challenges occur, with hemiolas 
in measures four and nineteen, and alternating quadruplets in measure eighteen. 
Otherwise, “Der Frühling” is rhythmically quite simple, dominated by quarter- and 
eighth-note subdivisions, with longer durations used to emphasize stronger syllables of a 
word. Ullmann again employs a syllabic text setting for this piece, and clearly aligns each 
musical phrase with a stanza of the poem. Considering the unusual melody, this phrasing 
helps the performers to focus on shaping the line, opposed to treating the song note-for-
note. Though only two pages and approximately two and a half minutes long, “Der 
Frühling” provides ample opportunity for both voice and piano to explore possibilities of 
dramatic contrasts. Ullmann wrote very specific dynamic and tempo markings to help 
highlight moments throughout the piece – details that he did not always include, 
especially with his Theresienstadt Lieder. 
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Figure 3. Musical excerpt from “Der Frühling.” 
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Der Frühling Spring 
Wenn auf Gefilden neues Entzücken keimt  When on new pastures sprouts delight 
Und sich die Ansicht wieder verschönt And the sight looks beautiful again 
Und sich an Bergen, wo die Bäume grünen, And on mountains where the trees green,  
Hellere Lüfte, Gewölke zeigen: Brighter skies, and clouds appear: 
O! welche Freude haben die Menschen! Oh! What joy people have! 
Froh gehn an Gestaden Einsame. On shores lonely people happily promenade. 
Ruh und Lust Rest and delight  
Und Wonne der Gesundheit blühet, And the joy of health blooms, 
Freundliches Lachen ist auch nicht ferne,  Friendly laughter is also not far. 
 
“Abendphantasie”  
(Evening Fantasy) 
The most famous and most often recorded song of the Hölderlin-Lieder is 
“Abendphantasie” (Evening Fantasy). It was composed several months after the first two, 
at which point Ullmann chose to set a much longer, more dramatic poem. The song is 
over six minutes in length and broken into five distinct sections, indicated by tempo 
markings: Largo, un poco andante (Broadly, at a slow walking pace); belebend 
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(invigorating); ruhig flieβend (flowing quietly); allmählich immer ruhiger (gradually 
getting calmer); and wie zu Anfang (like at the beginning). Throughout the song, Ullmann 
often shifts between tonality and atonality, tension and calm; overall though, 
“Abendphantasie” is more lyrical than the previous songs. It consists of a two-octave 
vocal range, as do the first two songs, yet often allows the singer the time to navigate the 
extremes of the range. The narrator’s restlessness is reflected in interval jumps that 
disrupt the mostly stepwise melodic line. He cannot find rest or peace, and is tormented 
in seeking it. For the first time in the Hölderlin-Lieder, Ullmann employs multiple text 
setting techniques. The song alternates between syllabic treatments using mostly quarter-
notes, with eight-note melismatic passages. Vocalists are faced with a rhythmic 
challenge, in that most of the triplets Ullmann includes also incorporate irregular 
intervals. Unlike some of Ullmann’s other Lieder, “Abendphantasie” contains no major 
dramatic outbursts, but rather the expressiveness is subtler. Tension builds through 
creeping chromatics as the texture shifts in the accompaniment.  
At what would be an emotional peak of the song, we hear the statement: “Warum 
schläft denn immer nur mir in der Brust der Stachel” (Why then will the sting of this 
thorn in my breast never sleep)? This occurs during the section marked belebend 
(invigorating), which is the most tumultuous moment in the song (see Figure 4). Though 
only six measures long, the section stands out. It is set apart from the rest of the piece not 
only by tempo marking, but also by its strident atonality. Up until this section, primarily 
block chords dominate the piano accompaniment, and the belebend tempo marking brings 
about a new character to the texture. Rolling triplet-figures are juxtaposed with the step-
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wise vocal line, accentuating the narrator’s frustration. These triplets return in the 
subsequent section, before returning to block chords for the last half of the piece.  
Another noticeable aspect of “Abendphantasie” is Ullmann’s use of key signatures. He 
uses not only one, but three: F major, to E major, to C major, and back to F major again. 
That is not to say that each gives a definitive tonal center, however. Because Ullmann 
retains a heavy use of chromatics, his typical convention of polytonality still dominates 
throughout.  
 
Figure 4. Musical excerpt from “Abendphantasie.” 
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It is possible that “Abendphantasie” is the most performed and recorded song of 
this set because of the appeal of its length, dramatic possibilities, and relatable melodic 
line. The musical conventions that Ullmann employs during the song are typical of his 
contemporary compositional style, and while the song is difficult, it is not unattainable. 
Abendphantasie Evening Fantasy 
Vor seiner Hütte ruhig Before his cottage, in the shade, 
im Schatten sitzt der Pflüger The modest ploughman sits, 
Dem Genügsamen raucht sein Herd. His hearth smoking. 
Gastfreundlich tönt dem Wanderer  The evening bells welcome a traveler 
Im friedlichen Dorfe die Abendglocke. Into the peaceful village. 
Wohl kehren itzt die Schiffer Now the boatmen turn too  
zum Hafen auch, toward the harbor, 
In fernen Städten And in distant cities,  
Fröhlich verrauscht des Markts  the merry noise and bustle of the markets  
Geschäftger Lärm; in stiller Laube  Die down; in the quiet grove 
Glänzt das gesellige Mahl den Freunden. Glitters the social meal for the friends. 
Wohin denn ich? Where then shall I go?  
Es leben die Sterblichen von Lohn und Arbeit; The mortals live by wages and work; 
Wechselnd in Müh und Ruh Alternating labor and rest  
ist alles freudig; makes everything well; 
Warum schläft denn nimmer nur mir Why then will the sting of this thorn  
In der Brust der Stachel? In my breast never sleep?  
Am Abendhimmel Up in the evening sky  
blühet ein Frühling auf; a token of spring blooms; 
Unzählig blühen die Rosen,  Infinite roses blossom  
Und ruhig scheint die golden Welt; and the golden world seems at peace; 
O dorthin nimmt mich purpurne Wolken Oh, purple clouds take me there  
Und möge droben in Licht  and up there into light 
Und Luft mir zerrinnen Lieb’ und Leid. And air may my love and grief melt away. 
Doch, wie verscheucht von töriger Bitte, But, as if my silly plea had scared it away,  
Flieht der Zauber;  The magic flies; 
Dunkel wirds und einsam unter dem Himmel,  It becomes dark and lonely beneath the sky,  
Wie immer, bin ich. As always I stand. 
Komm du nun, sanfter Schlummer; Come now, smooth slumber;  
Zuviel begehrt das Herz; To much does the heart demand; 
Doch endlich, Jugend, verglühst du ja!  But at last, youth will burn itself out! 
Du ruhelose, träumerische! You restless, dreamy thing! 
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Friedlich und heiter ist dann das Alter. My old age will be peaceful and serene. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DREI JIDDISCHE LIEDER (BREZULINKA), OP. 53 
 
Though all three of his wives (Martha, Annie and Elisabeth) were of Jewish faith, 
Ullmann had never considered himself a religious person. During his internment at 
Theresienstadt, he embraced his Jewish lineage for the first time in his life, and wrote 
music to Hebrew and Yiddish texts.60 Regardless of his religious beliefs, these Jewish 
and Yiddish works for chorus and solo voices still held a great deal of significance for the 
Jewish community in the camp. The preservation of culture and traditions was a 
motivating force for the individuals in Theresienstadt. The Drei jiddische Lieder 
(Březulinka), op. 53 examined here exemplify how Ullmann took the opportunity to 
connect to his heritage.  
All three of the pieces in this group follow standard Yiddish folksong structure, 
and are written in minor modes. This focused tonality and use of key signatures was a 
departure from much of Ullmann’s catalog of Lieder. As a result, the vocal lines in Drei 
jiddische Lieder are more tuneful. Each of the songs follow a simple strophic pattern, 
which also sets the pieces apart from his other solo voice compositions, as many of them 
did not employ melodic repetition between stanzas. Regardless of these conventionalities, 
Ullmann’s unique compositional style still shines through, as he included additional 
chromaticism and clashing chords in what would otherwise have been a simple harmonic 
texture. He allowed the vocal line and piano accompaniment to work both together and 
independently. Ullmann’s flair for the dramatic can also be found in these three simple 
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songs. He evoked the unique mood in each piece through very specific markings 
depicting dynamics and tempos, as well as text painting.  
Unlike many of Ullmann’s song cycles, the text for each of these songs is by a 
different poet. The lyrics for “Berjoskele” (Little Birch Tree) come from publicist and 
poet David Einhorn (aka Dovid Eynhorn). Einhorn was a strong believer in the Yiddish 
language being the true embodiment of Jewish culture.61 “Margarithelech” (Daisies) was 
written by Shneur Zalman, an Orthodox rabbi and the founder of the Chabad orthodox 
Jewish movement. The lyricist for “A Mejdel in die Johren” (An Unmarried Girl) is 
unknown. It should also be noted that each of these songs has additional verses, but there 
is only evidence that Ullmann intended to set the ones included with his manuscript. His 
deliberate selection of verses could have also been a result of access to full versions of 
the poetry, as they would have likely been recited from memory by individuals in the 
camp. 
Much like the Hölderlin-Lieder, records of the premiere performances in 
Theresienstadt are very difficult to ascertain. Though the texts are considered pearls of 
the Yiddish folksong repertoire, Ullmann’s settings have only been included in three 
professional recordings, one of which is by the acclaimed mezzo-soprano Anne Sofie van 
Otter.62 The realm of interpretive possibilities with such simple songs, would otherwise 
make them candidates for more frequent performances. It is perhaps due to the Yiddish 
language that Drei jiddische Lieder are intimidating for many vocalists. 
                                                 
61 Shifra Kuperman, “Eynhorn, David: Biography,” YIVO Encyclopedia, accessed January 6, 
2018, http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/printarticle.aspx?id=1068. 
 
62 Ann Sophie Von Otter. Terezín | Theresienstadt. DG 4776546, 2007. Compact disc. 
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“Berjoskele”  
(Little Birch Tree) 
The first piece in the song cycle is “Berjoskele” (Little Birch Tree). Only three 
pages in length, the slow tempo and multiple verses result in a performance of nearly 
seven and a half minutes. Though the title suggests a simple pastoral text, the mood of the 
song is quite the contrary, somber and brooding. As noted previously, Ullmann only set 
three of the four verses of Einhorn’s poem. The piano accompaniment is sparse and 
seems to serve merely as a structural support for the syllabic vocal line. Marked Lento 
(slowly) in straight 4/4 meter, the accompaniment is dominated by a contrapuntal quarter-
note motive that lilts or rocks throughout. Ullmann depicted a sense of longing through 
sighing intervals and downward stepwise vocal lines. Verses are broken up with brief 
interludes, providing opportunity for denser iterations and added chromaticism in the 
piano. In particular, the interlude in measures 15 and 16 directly echoes the vocal line, as 
if to empathize with the singer (see Figure 5). Ullmann uses dynamics to emphasize 
dramatic moments in the text, which were very deliberately notated, most particularly on 
the third phrase of each verse. Though the lyrics in each verse depict tender imagery, the 
high vocal range and forte dynamic portray a more passionate outburst. 
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Figure 5. Musical excerpt from “Berjoskele.” 
 
Copyright © 2004 Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz, Germany 
All Rights Reserved. 
Used by permission of European American Music Distributors Company, sole U.S. and 
Canadian agent for Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz, Germany. 
 
 
Berjoskele Little Birch Tree 
Ruig, Softy,  
Ruig schockelt ihr gelocktes grines Kepel  Softly sways its green little head, 
Mein wejssinke Berjoskele My little white birch tree,  
Un davent on a Schir;  And prays without end. 
Jedes Bletele ihr’s scheptshet shtil a t’fille. Each leaf whispers a soft prayer 
Sej schejn, klein Berjoskele, Be nice, little birch tree,  
mispallel ejch far mir! Say a prayer for me! 
 
Fun weiten Marev hot sich From far in the wheat  
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trojrig farganvet  A slender red ray 
In die dine twejgelech a rizer, Slyly slipped between the thin,  
zarter Stral, Delicate branches 
Un a stillen Kush getun And gave a quiet kiss  
Di Bletelech die Klejne, To the small leaves 
Welche hoben dremlendig Which dreamily  
Gehorcht dem Nachtigall. listened to the song of the nightingale. 
 
Fun die weite Felder is Over the wide open fields  
A Wintele gekumen A wind has come 
Un derzejlt die Bletelech And told the leaves  
Legends on a Schir, Stories without end, 
Epes hot in Harzen Something deep in my heart  
Tief bei mir genumen benken. Began to yearn, 
Sej schejn, klein Berjoskele, Be nice, little birch tree,  
Mispallel ejch far mir! Say a prayer for me! 
 
 
 
“Margarithelech”  
(Daisies)   
In contrast to the first song, “Margarithelech” (Daisies) is more lighthearted, 
although it is still set in a minor mode to stay true to the Yiddish folksong tradition. The 
pastoral text of this second song tells of a young woman, Chavele, who has a brief 
encounter with a young man while walking in the woods. Her experience leaves her 
“farcholemt” (dreamy-eyed), and thus she sings to herself a lively little tune. Already, the 
brisker tempo of Moderato piacevole (moderately fast, but pleasant) and dance-like 6/8 
meter depicts a joyous mood for the listener. The accompaniment utilizes thicker chords 
than in “Berjoskele,” and doubles the vocal line most of the first phrase of each verse. 
Harmonically diatonic in harmonic structure, Ullmann’s signature chromaticism does not 
dominate in “Margarithelech,” especially in support of the vocal line. The descending 
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figure of major thirds in the introduction and interludes provide hints of contemporary 
compositional style, without posing any major challenge to the vocalist. Typical of 
folksong style, the accompaniment includes motives such as running sixteenth-note 
scales and playful trills echoing the “tra-la-la-la” song sung by Chavele (see Figure 6). 
The song is unrelenting, keeping a forward momentum throughout that builds to the 
fermata on “-la” in each verse.  
Ullmann only chose to set three of the twelve verses that Zalman penned, verses 
1, 2 and 12. By compressing the story into just a minute and a half with the three stanzas, 
Ullmann was able to keep the vibrant energy of the song. This is especially effective 
considering the strophic setting would not otherwise provide variation from one verse to 
the next.  
 
Figure 6. Musical excerpt from “Margarithelech.” 
 Copyright © 2004 Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz, Germany 
All Rights Reserved. 
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Margarithelech Daisies 
In Weldel beim Teichel,  In the little woods  
Dort senen gewaksen By the pond there grew  
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Margarithelech elent un klejn  Daisies lonely and small, 
Wie klejninke Sunen Like little suns  
Mit wejssinke Strahlen, With white rays, 
Mit wejssinke tra-la-la-la! With white tra-la-la-la! 
 
Gegangen is Chavele Chavele walked  
Still un farcholemt,  Quietly and dreamy-eyed, 
Zulosen die goldblonde Zep Her gold-blond pigtail loosened, 
Dos Helzel entblojst Her neck uncovered,  
Un gemurmelt, And she hummed,  
Gesungen a Lidele. Tra-la-la-la! Sang a little song. Tra-la-la-la! 
 
Die Sun is forgangen,  The sun has set,  
Der Bocher verschwunden  The young man has disappeared, 
Un Chavele sitzt noch in Wald. And Chavele still sits in the wood. 
Sie kukt in der weiten She gazes into the distance  
Un murmelt farcholemt  And hums dreamy-eyed 
Dos Lidele: Tra-la-la-la.  The little song: Tra-la-la-la. 
 
 
“A Mejdel in die Johren” 
 (An Unmarried Girl) 
The cycle concludes with “A Mejdel in die Johren” (An Unmarried Girl), which 
portrays the resentment of a jilted love. With only two of the original five stanzas of the 
poem set to music, the song is just under a minute and half in length. Interestingly, 
Ullmann did not provide a tempo marking for this piece. The intended tempo, however, 
seems almost impossible to ignore in consideration of the text and marcato notation. A 
staccato eighth-note exchange between the left and right hands in the piano 
accompaniment immediately sets an agitated tone in 4/4 meter (see Figure 7). This 
pulsing abruptly shifts in the second phrase to take on a more legato character, but the 
relief is short-lived. Any sense of calm or reprieve is in turn immediately interrupted at 
the end of the vocal line by the return of the pulsing opening motive. The harmonic 
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texture of “A Mejdel in die Johren” is much different than the previous two pieces. 
Chromaticism in the piano clashes with the diatonic vocal line, adding a layer of 
confusion to this young woman’s current predicament. 
 
Figure 7. Musical excerpt from “A Mejdel in die Johren.” 
 
Copyright © 2004 Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz, Germany 
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A Mejdel in die Johren An Unmarried Girl 
Ich bin schejn a Mejdel in die Johren, I am an unmarried girl, no longer young, 
Wos hos-tu mir den Kopf fordreht? Why did you steal my heart? 
Ich wolt schejn lang a Kale geworen  I’ve wanted to be a bride for a long time, 
un efscher take Chassene gehat. And perhaps really have a wedding. 
 
Du host mir zugesogt zu nemen, You promised to take me, 
Un ich hob eif Dir gewart; And I waited for you; 
Farwos solstu, Duschen-ju, Why should you, sweetheart,  
Mich farschejmen. Put me to shame, 
Zi hos-tu Dich in mir genart? Or did you just want to deceive me? 
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CHAPTER 8 
DER KAISER VON ATLANTIS 
 
The opera Der Kaiser von Atlantis oder die Tod-Verweigerung (The Emperor of 
Atlantis or The Refusal of Death; aka Der Kaiser von Atlantis) is arguably the most 
famous large work that Ullmann created in Theresienstadt and that survived the 
Holocaust. Petr Kien (1919–1944), who was also imprisoned in Theresienstadt and killed 
in Auschwitz alongside Ullmann, penned its libretto. Der Kaiser was completed in 1944 
not long before Ullmann was transported to his ultimate death in Auschwitz. Unlike 
many other works created within the ghetto walls, the opera was not performed at 
Theresienstadt while it was a concentration camp. While Der Kaiser was continually 
revised up until the dress rehearsal in September of 1944, it was then prohibited by the 
SS officer in charge due to its overt anti-war and anti-Hitler themes.63 It was not until 
1975 that the opera was finally premiered for its first public performance at the Theater 
Bellevue in Amsterdam.64 In 1995, Der Kaiser was finally performed at Terezín as part 
of a tribute concert for those who perished during the war.  
Der Kaiser has been described as a political protest that provided explicit 
references to the Nazi party, as well as direct commentary on the atmosphere in the 
Theresienstadt ghetto. It was an allegory for the Nazi disrespect for human life, but more 
broadly “the eternal danger of planetary tyranny.”65 In the words of noted French music 
                                                 
63 van Vlasselaer, 19. 
 
64 Frenk, 152. 
 
65 Mandl, 9. 
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critic Jean-Jacques van Vlasselaer, the opera was “born in the mind of a man who 
projected hope and the hope for a future in a world of murder.”66 A mere sixty minutes in 
length, Der Kaiser consists of only four scenes, a prologue, and two intermezzos. The 
opera is scored for only five voices and a thirteen-piece orchestra, but delivers the power 
of a bigger ensemble. 
Der Kaiser has a simple plot. Harlequin laments over not being able to make 
anyone laugh, finding himself but a “shadowy mem’ry, a brown and faded photograph of 
some wretched creature.”67 At the same time, the character of Death makes the decision 
to relinquish his duties; his “old legs have grown weary” and therefore no one will die.68 
The Drummer Girl appears with news from His Majesty the Emperor, announcing that 
the war must end, with Death leading the cavalry.69 On the battlefield a young soldier and 
a maiden from opposing forces meet face-to-face, yet remarkably they find love rather 
than conflict. Emperor Überall (Overall), enraged by the situation, begs Death to resume 
his duties. Death agrees, but on the condition that the Emperor must submit himself as the 
first victim. No doubt, the symbolic submission of the Emperor was one of the blatant 
messages that enraged the Nazi SS commanders, who canceled its public performance in 
Theresienstadt.  
                                                 
 
66 van Vlasselaer, 22. 
 
67 Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis (Mainz: Schott, 1993), 22. 
 
68 Ibid., 35. 
 
69 Ibid., 41. 
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The prologue introduces the characters, as well as the major musical elements 
employed throughout the work. Several of the characters in the opera hold symbolic 
importance, which are key factors in conveying Ullmann and Kien’s overall message. For 
example, Emperor Überall was intended to represent Hitler, and is identified in the 
orchestration by strident tritones. The Emperor’s presence dominates throughout the 
majority of the opera, even when he is not physically on stage. Vlasselaer reveals that  
When one analyses the global tonal structure of this opera, one discovers that up 
to the central turning point …, the significant interval is that of the tritone, 
showing, although in a diminishing mode, the dominance of the Emperor.70 
 
 The Loudspeaker & Drummer Girl, both closely associated with the Emperor, are also 
musically designated by the tritone interval. It is likely that the Loudspeaker & Drummer 
Girl represented notable figures such as Joseph Goebbels (Nazi Germany’s propaganda 
minister) and Hermann Goering (Hitler’s second in command).71 Harlequin, on the other 
hand, was an embodiment of all Theresienstadt inmates, and along with the Soldier and 
Girl Soldier (Bubikopf), represented life. These more innocent characters were depicted 
through intervals of thirds. Last, but certainly not least, Ullmann characterized Death 
through perfect fourths. It is interesting to note that the role of Death was both the 
spiritual and musical connection between the Nazi characters (Emperor, Loudspeaker, 
Drummer Girl) and the rest of human life. Death was not intended as a figure to invoke 
fear, but rather a provider of freedom.  
I’m he that frees you from the plague, I’m not the plague. 
I’m he that brings relief from pain, not he that causes pain. 
I am that lovely cozy nest, to which you persecuted mortals fly. 
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I am the greatest freedom feast. I am the final lullaby. 
Peace is my offering to all my guests. Come be my guest!72 
This exclamation from the opera’s final scene is a powerful one: Death offers balance and 
relief to those who suffer, rather than domination from a merciless ruler. 
Ullmann drew upon existing musical repertoire for Der Kaiser, often alluding to 
the theme of death, as well as many references from well-known German music.73 The 
opening motive (G, D-flat, E-flat, A) recalls Josef Suk’s symphony Asrael, which was 
often associated with the deaths of famous Czechs.74 This passage establishes the tritone 
as a dominating interval, stated throughout the opera with the exclamation “Hello, hello!” 
by both the Drummer Girl and Loudspeaker.75  
One of the most politically dangerous musical elements is the use of a distorted 
version of “Deutschland über alles.” Ullmann concealed it in the opera by chromatically 
transforming the melody; nonetheless its reference was clearly intended to provoke the 
Nazis. The Drummer Girl’s opening aria in which this musical quotation is used has two 
distinct versions: a hymn version (Hymnenfassung), drawn directly from the Croatian 
folk song that was used by Joseph Haydn, and whose composition was famously adopted 
by the Third Reich, and an Antichrist version (Antichristfassung) that recalls thematic 
material from Ullmann’s earlier work Der Sturz des Antichrist (The Fall of the Antichrist, 
                                                 
72 Ullmann, 90–92. 
 
73 Frenk, 152. 
 
74 Gustav Kobbé, The Definitive Kobbé’s Opera Book, edited, revised and updated by the Earl of 
Harewood (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1987), 890. 
 
75 Ullmann, 13. 
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1935).76 All the musical references Ullmann used in Der Kaiser were subtly 
implemented, yet each provided a powerful message of protest against Hitler’s rule. 
Though Der Kaiser differs greatly from the Lieder that was previously discussed, 
it remains the most well-known and frequently performed work of Ullmann’s oeuvre 
today. The opera has been a catalyst in exposing vocalists to his contemporary 
compositional style through the appeal of drama. Its short length makes it accessible for 
programming as part of a double bill, and the political message withstands the test of 
time. Der Kaiser is also a pivotal example of Ullmann’s music, being the very last work 
he produced before being sent to Auschwitz with many of his collaborators. 
                                                 
76 Herbert Gantschacher, “Music Doesn’t Burn!” in Tracks to Viktor Ullmann, 29. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSION 
 
Ullmann tragically perished at the hands of the Nazis. We can only research his 
contributions indirectly through pictures, diaries, and music (fragmented as well as 
complete). Fortunately, we can supplement these with the stories of other Theresienstadt 
musicians who survived the Holocaust. In his 2013 film, The Lady in Number Six, 
director Malcolm Clarke introduced audiences to Alice Herz Sommer, who at 109 years 
old was the oldest living Holocaust survivor. Although she endured the atrocities in 
Theresienstadt, Sommer’s story is one of hope, perseverance, and optimism. She was an 
accomplished concert pianist before the war, and continued to perform while imprisoned 
in the ghetto, very possibly alongside Weber and Ullmann. Sommer’s survival depended 
on her positive attitude and her ability to play music at the camp. In her own words, 
Sommer mentions that “even the bad is beautiful,” and with music in the concentration 
camp to occupy their days, there was no time to focus on the constant tragedy.77 The Lady 
in Number Six received the 2014 Academy Award for Best Short Documentary, and is a 
heartwarming account of survival against all odds. Sommer’s story, like Ullmann’s, lives 
on. In the words of survivor Ruth Frenk, stories such as these provide the “affirmation of 
the undying power of music.”78 Music created and performed during the Holocaust was 
more than just entertainment, it was also a powerful tool for the survival of the Jewish 
people. According to cantor and Jewish music scholar Joshua Jacobsen,  
                                                 
77 The Lady in Number Six, directed by Malcolm Clarke (2013: Netflix), streaming video. 
 
78 Frenk, 154. 
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On the one hand, the songs expressed the anguish of the situation--agony for 
which words alone were an inadequate vehicle. On the other hand, music was the 
means by which the dehumanized could maintain their humanity, the link that 
allowed the condemned to cling to life.79  
 
So many unfortunate souls did not survive the Shoah, but the stories of human strength 
will provide inspiration for generations to come. As beautifully put by van Vlasselaer: 
With death hovering around them, in a world of insecurity, the men and women of 
Theresienstadt engaged the extraordinary power of the mind by seizing the word, 
setting it to music, expressing it through theatre, pushing life into the absolute and 
the uttermost sphere of the spirit. By doing this, they reduced the theatrics of the 
national-socialist regime to nothing. Where the memory of their existence was to 
be erased, they created a new one that ensured they would be remembered.80 
 
The creative output from Theresienstadt – music, poetry, plays, artwork – was evidence 
that despite being tortured and suppressed, an artist’s mind can remain free to create. The 
Jewish musicians held captive in Theresienstadt may have been confined, but they could 
not be silenced. 
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APPENDIX A 
“LECTURE RECITAL” PERFORMANCE VIDEO 
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On March 2, 2018 I gave a lecture recital which included a presentation of the life 
and music of Viktor Ullmann, culture within a concentration camp, and performances of 
selected vocal works by Ullmann. In addition to myself, the performance included my 
pianist, Michael Lewis, and baritone CodyRay Caho. The performance took place at the 
Arizona State University Recital Hall, and the link below is a video of this performance. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfY9B1cVTI0  
 
Program Order: 
1. Viktor Ullmann Biography 
2. Terezín / Theresienstadt 
3. Culture in a Concentration Camp 
4. Viktor Ullmann’s Music 
5. Anthroposophy 
6. Discussion of Selected Musical Works:  
i. “Little Cakewalk” 
ii. Drei Yiddische Lieder  
“Berjoskele” 
“Margarithelech” 
“A Mejdel in die Johren” 
iii. Der Kaiser von Atlantis excerpt 
“Von allem, was geschieht” 
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(2007) from Arizona State University. As a crossover artist, Adrienne has performed in a 
variety of musical genres, including opera, musical theatre, art song, jazz, pop and sacred 
styles. Some favorite roles she has performed include Judy (A Chorus Line), Sister Mary 
Leo (Nunsense), and Chastity (Anything Goes). Adrienne’s international credits include 
performances in Canada, Italy and Austria. While pursuing her D.M.A., Adrienne 
continued in her position as Human Resources and Business Services Coordinator Senior 
at the Arizona State University School of Music, as well as soprano soloist for Pinnacle 
Presbyterian Church in Scottsdale, Arizona. Adrienne and her husband, Joe, became 
proud parents in 2016 to a son, Chase Anthony, and are excited to be expanding their 
musical family further in fall 2018.  
